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ABSTRACT 
A completeness theorem for nonderogatory eigenvalues of multiparameter sys- 
tems is proved in a finite-dimensional setting. Also, a basis for the second root 
subspace of a simple eigenvalue is given. Weakly elliptic multiparameter sys- 
tems are introduced. It is shown that simple real eigenvalues of such systems are 
nonderogatory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When boundary-value problems for partial differential equations are 
solved using the method of separation of variables, the resulting system 
(called a multiparameter system) of boundary-value problems for ordinary 
differential equations is linked linearly by separation constants (parame- 
ters). To give a solution in terms of Fourier-type series we need to solve 
completeness problems, i.e., to find a complete set of generalized eigenfunc- 
tions. These problems have been considered since the early days of mul- 
tiparameter spectral theory late in the last century. For some recent pre- 
sentations of multiparameter spectral theory and related boundary-value 
problems we refer the interested reader to [6, 7, 141. 
It was Atkinson [2] who revived the theory in 196Os, introducing an 
abstract setting for the study of multiparameter spectral problems. This 
setting involves a system of linear multiparameter pencils 
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Wi(X) = 2 &jXj - &I), i= 1,2,...,72 (n > 2), (1) 
j=l 
called a multiparameter system [here X = (Xi, X2,. . , A,) is an n-tuple 
of parameters, and V& are linear transformations on a vector space Hi], 
and a tensor product construction. Namely, to a multiparameter system 
(l), which satisfies a certain regularity condition, an n-tuple ofcommuting 
linear transformations on a tensor product space is associated. This n- 
tuple of commuting linear transformations is called an associated system. 
We briefly introduce this construction in the next two sections. 
Completeness problems in the abstract setting involve finding bases for 
the root subspaces of an associated system in terms of the underlying multi- 
parameter system. Atkinson showed that the eigenspaces of the associated 
system are spanned by decomposable tensors which are easily described by 
the underlying multiparameter system. The structure of root vectors other 
than eigenvectors is yet to be described fully. This has been so far consid- 
ered mostly for self-adjoint multiparameter systems. For example, Binding 
[3] solved it for real eigenvalues of uniformly elliptic multiparameter sys- 
tems. Completeness problems for non-self-adjoint multiparameter systems 
have not been considered much in the literature (Isaev’s paper [lo] being an 
exception), even for finite-dimensional cases, though these problems were 
posed in the literature, for example by Atkinson [l] and Isaev [ll]. 
In our presentation we study multiparameter systems on finite-dimen- 
sional vector spaces. We assume that the multiparameter system is non- 
singular, i.e., a certain linear transformation on the tensor product space is 
invertible. Then we consider a class of eigenvalues for multiparameter sys- 
tems called simple eigenvalues and a subclass of simple eigenvalues called 
nonderogatory eigenvalues. 
The first important result is Theorem 5. It describes a basis for second 
root subspaces for simple eigenvalues defined in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
define nonderogatory eigenvalues for multiparameter systems. They corre- 
spond to the equivalent notion for commuting sets of matrices, of which 
associated systems are particular cases. In proving this we need a result 
from [13]. Our main result is the completeness theorem for nonderogatory 
eigenvalues of multiparameter systems, stated and proved in Section 7. 
From the discussion preceding the main theorem and from its proof we 
obtain a computational procedure to find a basis for the root subspace of a 
nonderogatory eigenvalue. We present this procedure in Section 8. We also 
include an example to illustrate the procedure. The structure of vectors 
in the basis is the same as the structure of root vectors in [3], although 
the methods used here are completely different. We briefly compare our 
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methods with those of [3] at the end of this article. 
In general self-adjoint multiparameter systems also possess nonreal and 
nonsemisimple eigenvalues. Hence our results are of interest for these sys- 
tems as well. We consider such systems in the last section. There we intro- 
duce the notion of weakly elliptic multiparameter systems. These include 
elliptic multiparameter systems as they are usually defined in the literature. 
We show that simple real eigenvalues of weakly elliptic multiparameter sys- 
tems are always nonderogatory and hence our previous results apply. 
2. MULTIPARAMETER SYSTEMS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED SYS- 
TEMS 
Suppose Hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, are finite-dimensional vector spaces over the 
complex numbers. We write dim H, = ni. A m&parameter system (1) is 
denoted by W. We also write 
Next we form a tensor product space H = HI @ Hz @ @ H,. Then 
it follows that dim H = I-J:=“=, ni, and we write dim H = N. A linear 
transformation Vij induces a linear transformation Vii on the vector space. 
H. It is defined by 
on a decomposable tensor x1 8 x2 @ @ x, E H, where xi E Hi, and we 
extend this definition to H by linearity. 
The operator determinant Aa is defined as the determinant 
VA v,i, ‘. . lQt, 
v,t, vi2 “. v,i, 
A, = 
v,ti v,t, .‘. v& 
(2) 
It is a linear transformation acting on H, and it is well defined because two 
transformations from different rows in (2) commute. It can be written also 
48 
as a “tensor determinant” 
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where II, is the set of all permutations of the set {1,2,. . . , n} and sgno 
is the sign of a permutation CJ E II,. Similarly we define operator deter- 
minants 
Ai = for i=l,Z ,..., 72. 
If z = z~&xQ@. ~@z,, E H is a decomposable tensor, then it follows that 
Aoz = c (-l)Sgnbkr(l)n cs b7(2)~2 R.. .a Vno(np,. 
UElL 
In determinantal form we have 
KlZl v,23a . . . VlnZl 
k52 v22x2 .‘. K?nx2 
Aoa = (3) 
If w = yi 63 y2 69 
write 
and 
w+Aoz = 
VnlXn K&2&& .‘. KLnGl 
. @ yn E H is another decomposable tensor, then we 
w*z = ii* Yi Xi 
i=l 
y;ovl1x10 Y;o~2xlo . . . YYTObJlO 
y2*lJv21x20 Y&v22X20 . . . Y&V2nX20 
y7*Lovnl%o Y;ovn2%0 “. Yi+ioVnnXnO 
(4 
Note that (4) is extended by linearity to a scalar product on H. Here y;xi 
stands for a scalar product of vectors x, and yi in Hi. 
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It was proved by Atkinson in [2, Theorem 6.2.11 that the operator de- 
terminant (2) retains the usual properties of a scalar determinant when we 
perform column operations on it. It is an immediate consequence of this 
result that the same is true when column operations are performed on the 
vector determinant (3). We state this result for future reference. 
LEMMA 1. For an operator determinant (2) and a vector determinant 
(3) we have the following properties: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
2f two columns are interchanged, the sign of a determinant changes; 
if columns are linearly dependent, the determinant vanishes; 
the determinant remains unchanged if a scalar multiple of one column 
is added to another column; 
the determinant is linear in every column. 
DEFINITION. A multiparameter system W is called nonsingular if the 
corresponding determinantal transformation A, is invertible. 
We assume throughout our discussion that multiparameter systems con- 
sidered are nonsingular. With a nonsingular multiparameter system W we 
associate an n-tuple of linear transformations rz = Ai1 AZ, i = 1,2, . . . , n. 
It is called the associated system (of a multiparameter system W), and we 
write IY = {rl, F2,. . ,JT,}. Atkinson proved in [2, Theorem 6.7.11 that 
transformations I’i commute. He also proved [2, Theorem 6.7.21 that if W 
is a multiparameter system and I? is its associated system then 
2 vJri = v,t, for i=1,2 ,..., n. (5) 
j=l 
Note that the system of relations (5) connecting the induced transforma- 
tions Vii. and the associated transformations ri can be considered as a gen- 
eralization of the standard Cramer’s rule for a system of scalar equations. 
3. SPECTRUM, EIGENSPACES, AND SECOND ROOT SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION. Suppose that W is a multiparameter system. Then an 
n-tuple X E @” is called an eigenvalue of W if all Wi(X) are singular. The 
set of all the eigenvalues of W is called the spectrum of W and is denoted 
by a(W). 
DEFINITION. Suppose that r = {lYi, i = 1,2,. . , n} is a set of com- 
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muting matrices. An n-tuple X = (Xi, Xz, . , A,) E Cn is called an eigen- 
value of I? if fly’“=, ker(XJ - Pi) # (0). The set of all the eigenvalues of 
I? is called the spectrum of I’, and it is denoted by o(I). The subspace 
ny=“=, ker(Xi1- Pi) IS called the eigenspace of I’ at X, and we denote it by 
ker(X1 - I). We also write 
da = dim ker(X1 - I’) 
DEFINITION. Suppose that X E o(W). Then we call the subspace 
ker (XI - I’)2 = fi 6 ker[(AiI - I?i)(xjI - Ij)] 
i=l j=i 
the second root subspace of W at X. We write 
di = dim ker(X1 - I’)’ - dim ker(X1 - I?). 
Before we continue our discussion we recall another result of Atkinson. 
THEOREM 2 [2, Theorem 6.9.11. Suppose that W is a multiparame- 
ter system and I? is its associated system. Then we have o(W) = a(r). 
Furthermore, if X E u(W) then 
ker(XI-I’)=kerWi(X)@kerWz(X)@...@kerWn(A) 
4. A BASIS FOR THE SECOND ROOT SUBSPACE FOR SIMPLE 
EIGENVALUES 
DEFINITION. An eigenvalue X E c(W) is called simple if dim ker Wi (X) 
= 1 for all i. 
In this section we assume that an eigenvalues X E g(W) is simple. Then 
it follows from Theorem 2 that do = 1, and furthermore, if xi0 E Hi, i = 
1,2,. . . ) n, are nonzero vectors such that Wi(X)zic = 0, then the vector 
Zc = X10 @ 220 (3 . . . 8 IC,O spans the eigenspace ker(X1 - I’). 
Next we choose nonzero vectors yic E Hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, such that 
W,(X)*yia = 0, where Wi(X)* is the adjoint linear transformation of Wi(X), 
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and we form an n x n matrix 
Y;O~lXlo y;OvlzXlo . . . Y;oKnXlo 
Y;OhX2o Y;ohX20 . . Y/z+oEhX20 
B. = 
_ Y;OVnlXno Y;lov,2Xno . ‘. Y:oKnXnO - 
Suppose that zi E ker(X1 - I’)2\ker(XI - I’). Then we have 
(XJ - l?i)Zi = aizo, i = 1,2 ,..., 72, 
where ai are complex numbers and not all of them are zero. We write 
a = [ai, ~2,. . . , anIT. 
LEMMA 3. Let a E Q1” be as above. Then a E ker B. 
Proof. It follows from (5) that 
for i = 1,2,..., n. These relations can be written as 
Wt(X)+z~ = Uz(a)+zc. 
Next we choose vectors Eli E Hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, such that ~~~~~ = 1. The 
vectors Wi = vi@. . ~@~~--l@yio@Wi+lCG~~ .@u, are such that W,(X)*+,, = 0. 
Then it follows from (6) that w5Uz(a)tzo = 0. Because zo and wi are 
decomposable tensors and W~X~O = 1, it follows that yl,6Ui(a)xio = 0 for all 
i. This is equivalent to a E ker Bo. n 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that a = [al, ~2,. . . , anIT E ker Bo is not zero. 
Then there exist vectors xi1 E Hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, such that 
U,(a)xio = Wi(X)Xil. (7) 
Furthermore, the vector 
Zl = Ik X10 8 . . . @ Xi-l,0 @ Xi1 @ Xi+l,O $9.. . @ X,0 (8) 
i=l 
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is such that 
.Proof For a E ker& it follows that y,*,Ui(a)zie = 0 for all i. Then 
the vector Ui(a)zio is orthogonal to the kernel of Wi(X)* and so it is in the 
range of Wi(X). Hence there exists a vector zii E Hi such that (7) holds. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that 
v,t, . ‘. V&_l WI(X)+ v,t,,, . . . v;(, 
&Ae - Ai = 
vJt, . . . v&_l w(X)+ v&+l ‘.’ I& 
(9) 
for any index i = 1,2,. . . ,n. Suppose now that zi E H is given by (8). 
Applying the relations (7) and (9), we obtain 
(&A, - A&i = 2 
i=l 
The value of the determinants above remains the same if we replace the 
terms Vjkzjlr k = 1,. . . , i - 1, i + 1,. . . , n, by the terms V~,Q~O. Then it 
follows from Lemma 1 that (10) is equal to 
( 4t1 . . . Vl+,,,_l ul(a)+ vl+,i+1 .’ 
V& ... V$+, b(a)+ V2t,i+l ... tin 
z. = aiAaze. 
V,t, ... I&_, U,(a)+ V&+r ... tin 
Combining the last equality with (lo), we have (&A, - A,).zi = aiAsze, 
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or equivalently, 
Now we state the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 5. Assume that X E a(W) is a simple eigenvalue and that 
{zo; z:, zf,. . . , zfl} is a basis for the second root subspace ker(XI-I’)2 such 
that 
(X,1 - ri)zt = afzo (11) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , n and k = 1,2 ,..., di. We write ak = [af,a!j ,..., a;]‘. 
Then {a', a2,. . , ad1} is a basis for the kernel of Bo. 
Conversely, suppose that {a', a2,. . . , ad} is a basis for the kernel of 
Bo. We write a' = [a!, a$, . . . , a;] T. Then there exist vectors xFI E Hi 
such that 
Ui(a")zio = Wi(X)& (12) 
fori=1,2 ,..., n andIc=1,2 ,..., d. Furthermore, the vectors 
zf =k lc10 @J. ‘. @ Xi-l,0 @ Xfl @ zi+l,o @ . . @J x,o (13) 
i=l 
are such that 
(Xi1 - l?i)ZF = aCz0. (14) 
foralla andk, and{zO;z:,zf ,..., zf} is a basis for the second root subspace 
ker (XI - I’)2. 
In particular we have: 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that X E o(W) is a simple eigenvalue. Then 
it follows that dim ker (XI - I’)2 = 1 + dim ker Bo, i.e., dl = dim ker Bo. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose that {zc; z:, zf, . , z;“l} is a basis for 
the second root subspace ker(X1 - I’)2 such that (11) hold. Then Lemma 
3 implies that ak E ker Bo. Because the vectors z:, zf, . . , ztl are lin- 
early independent and zc # 0, it follows that al, a2, . . . , ad1 are linearly 
independent; hence 
di 5 dim ker Bo. (15) 
Conversely, suppose now that {a’, a2,. . . , a"} is a basis for the kernel 
of Bo. (Here we write dim ker Bo = d.) Lemma 4 implies that there exist 
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vectors z,” E Hi such that the relation (12) holds and the vector (13) is 
such that the relation (14) holds for i = 1,2,. , n and k = 1,2,. . , d. 
Let us now show that vectors ze, z:, zf, . , zf are linearly independent. 
Suppose that aze + Ci=, &z: = 0. Then it follows that 
k=l k=l 
for all i. Because za # 0 and a’, a’, . . , ad are linearly independent, it 
follows that PI, = 0 for all lc and then also o = 0. Hence the vectors 
za, z:, zf, . . , zf are linearly independent. This implies that dim ker Ba 5 
di, whence, together with (15), it follows that di = dim ker Ba. n 
5. NONDEROGATORY EIGENVALUES 
In this section we first define nonderogatory eigenvalues for arbitrary 
n-tuples of commuting matrices, and we consider some of their properties. 
Next we define nonderogatory eigenvalues for multiparameter systems so 
that the two notions of the nonderogatory eigenvalues coincide for associ- 
ated systems of multiparameter systems. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that I? = {I’,,i = 1,2,. . . ,n} are commuting 
matrices. An eigenvalue X = (Xi, X2,. . . , A,) E a(r) is called nonderoga- 
tome if there exists an integer 1 2 1 such that 
dim h ker (XJ - I,)” =k for k=l,2,...,1-1 
i=l 
and 
dim (A ker (XJ - I’i)k) =1 for k=l,1+1,1+2 ,.... 
i=l 
The integer 1 is called the ascent of the eigenvalue X. 
Suppose that X is an eigenvalue of an n-tuple of commuting matrices 
I?. As before. we write 
do = dim h ker(XJ - I’i) 
z=l 
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and 
dr =dim fi i)ker(XJ-I’,)(Xjl-I’j) -da. 
( 2x1 j=i ) 
Then the following results follow from Corollary 2 of [13]. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that I’ is an n-tuple of commuting matrices and 
X E a(r). Then X is nonderogatoy if and only if do = 1 and dl 5 1. 
THEOREM 8. An eigenvalue X for an n-tuple of commuting matrices is 
nonderogatory if and only if at least one of X, is a nonderogatory eigenvalue 
for ri. 
We denote the set of multiindices 
(jl,j,,...,j,);oiji,~.ji=k (16) 
i=l 
by qk for k = 0,1,2 ,..., and we write j = (j,,j, ,..., &). Then we have 
as a consequence of the previous theorem: 
COROLLARY 9. Suppose that X = (X1,Xz,... 
Then 
h ker(X,I - I’,)” 
a=1 
X,) is nonderogatory. 
for k = 1,2,3,. 
Now we define a notion of a nonderogatory eigenvalue for a multipa- 
rameter system. 
DEFINITION. An eigenvalue X E o(W) is called nonderogatory if 
dim ker Wi(X) = 1 for all i and dim ker Bs < 1. 
The following result shows that the two notions of a nonderogatory 
eigenvalue are consistent for an associated system of a multiparameter sys- 
tem. The result follows from Theorems 5 and 7. 
COROLLARY 10. An eigenvalue X of a multiparameter system W is 
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nonderogatory if and only if it is a nonderogatory eigenvalue of the associ- 
ated system I?. 
6. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION. A Jordan chain 20, zl, . . . , zp is called maximal for a lin- 
ear transformation I at a nonderogatory eigenvalue Xc if the vector zP does 
not belong to the range of the transformation X01 - I. 
The next result is a known biorthogonality property between right and 
left Jordan chains. We write it for an associated transformation Ih in the 
form we need later. We assume that the index h is fixed. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose that zo, ~1, , zP is a maximal Jordan chain for 
rh at a nonderogatory eigenvalue Ah, and wg is a nonzero vector such that 
(&As-Ah)*wo = 0. Then it follows that w:Aozk = 0 for k = 0, 1, . . ,p-1 
and w$Aez, # 0. 
Proof Note that the vector Agwc spans ker (X+l?h)*, the orthogonal 
complement of the range Rh of &I- Ih. Because the vectors zk E ‘&, k = 
0, 1, . . . ,p - 1, it follows that w:Aozk = 0, and because zP $ Rh it follows 
that w~AszP # 0. n 
LEMMA 12. Let (Bl = [bf,]~+,,l = 0, 1,. . , k - 1) be a set of n x 
n matrices, and assume that rank Bo = n - 1. 
tor al E ker (Bo). Then there exist vectors ai,i 
Ctlk Bjal_j = 0 for 1 = 1,2, . . , k if and only if 
c 
jE*f 
forl=O,l,..., k-l. 
&i’ bjl . . . ln 
11 12 
bj’ 
b_i’ bj, . . . 2n 
21 22 
b.i’ 
Choose a nonzero vec- 
= 2,3,. . . ) k, such that 
=o (17) 
Proof. We construct a manic matrix polynomial 
L(p) = 1~’ + Bk_rpk-l + Bk-2pk-2 +. . + B,J = [b&)]&=1. 
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Then 
L(l)(O) = 1!&, 1 = 0, 1, . , k - 1, (18) 
and because dim ker L(0) = 1, the polynomial L(p) has only one elementary 
divisor at ~1 = 0. Then by [8, Corollary 1.14, p. 351 it follows that p = 0 is 
a root of degree k for the scalar polynomial d(p) = det L(p) if and only if 
the matrix polynomial L(p) has a Jordan chain al, a2,. . . , ak at 1-1 = 0 - 
that is, by definition, if and only if the vectors al, a2,. . , ak, al # 0, are 
such that 
l-1 
C +(~)(O)a~-j = 0 for 1=1,2 ,..., Ic, (19) 
j=lJ . 
or, if we use (18), if and only if 
l-l 
c 
Bjal_j = 0 for 1=1,2 ,..., k. 
j=o 
The polynomial d(p) has a root of degree (at least) k at p = 0 if and only 
if d(0) = d’(0) = . . . = d(“-l)(O) = 0. Finally, the relations 
1 blj1’)(0) bf!!)(O) 
&)(O) = c ( ;! by;)(O) b&)(O) 
j~‘rTr, Jl.J2.‘...&! ; 
I b$J(O) b;;)(o) 
bj’ 
11 
bj’ 
12 
.‘. bjl 
172 
bj2 
272 
. 
jE*L 1 1 
bj- bj” . 
?I1 7x2 
hold for 1 = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, and the result follows. 
.. b?;)(O) 
. . b!;)(O) 
. b&‘(O) 
n 
7. A BASIS FOR THE ROOT SUBSPACE OF NONDEROGATORY 
EIGENVALUES 
DEFINITION. Suppose that X E o(W) is nonderogatory. Then we call 
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the subspace 
h ker (XJ - I’i)N 
i=l 
the root subspace of W at X, and we write 
ker (XI - I’)N = 6 ker (X,1 - r,)N. 
z=l 
This definition of root subspace coincides with Atkinson’s [2, (6.9.4)]. 
We recall that N = dim H. 
In this section we assume that X E g(W) is nonderogatory. Our main 
objective is to construct a basis for the root subspace corresponding to X 
in terms of W. We will construct this basis by an inductive procedure. 
Theorem 5 gives the initial step in this procedure. It explains how to find 
a basis for the second root subspace. Now we proceed proving two lemmas 
yielding the general step of the inductive procedure. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose that there exist vectors xio, xii, . . . , xi,p E H,(xio # 
0) and n-tuples of complex numbers al, a2,. . . , a,(al # 0) such that 
& G(aj)Xi,k-j = wi(X)Xik, k = O,l,. . ,p. (20) 
j=l 
Then the vectors 
are such that 
zk = c 
k-l 
(iii1 - ri)zk = c ak-j,iz.j. 
j=o 
(21) 
(22) 
(Here k = 0, 1, . . , p, i = 1,2,. , 72, and ak = [akl, ak2, . . , aknIT. We 
also assume that a sum ‘with no terms is 0.) Furthermore, the vectors 
%Zli..., zp are linearly independent and they span the subspace 
fi ker (Xi1 - I’i)Pfl. 
2=1 
(23) 
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Proof. The relations (9) and (20) imply that 
(AiAo - &)zrc 
By Lemma 1 the above sum is equal to 
. . . 1/1,2-lQj, 0 h,i+1Q . . . 
. . vq-l,i-1+l,&, 0 vq-l,i+l~q-l,j,_l . . . 
X . . . VA-l%j<, vgT%l<, &,i+lxqj, . . 
. . . V q+l,a-l~q+l,~q+l 0 vq+l,z+l~q+l,&+1 . . 
. . h,i-lxnj, 0 Vn,i+lZnj, .'. 
(25) 
In the determinant displayed in (25) the first i - 1 and the last n - i - 1 
columns are the same as in the determinant displayed in (24). The vectors 
Vqslcqj,,, s = 1,. , i - 1, i + 1,. . . , rz, in (25) can be substituted for Vqszql, 
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without changing the determinant. The sum (25) is then equal to 
v;: ... V>,i_, 0 v&+l . . . v,t, 
q1,1 ... r/;,t_,,,_, 0 v;_l,i+l ..’ v,t-I,, 
X v,i . . . q-1 q. v;,,+l . . vi& 
vg’,l,l . . v;+1,,-1 0 v,‘,l,i,l . . vd+l,n 
v-L1 . . . q-1 0 v,t,i+1 ‘. . CL 
(26) 
For every multiindex j E +l where 1 < k, the vector 5~~ 8 xzjZ 8. . g CT+, 
appears exactly n2 times in the summation (26), once for every q,r = 
1,2,. . , n, and we observe that the scalar coefficients it is multiplied by 
are o&l,r. Then we sum in (26) over Q. Because a determinant with two 
equal columns is zero, it follows that the sum (26) equals 
KlXlj, K2Xljl . . KTtXljl 
k-l v2152jz VZZXZj, ” V2nXZjz k-l 
c c ak-l,i . . . = c ak-l,iAoa. 
1=0 JE’Pl l=O 
Vnl%j, KZXnj, .” V,nxnjn 
Thus the relation (22) follows. 
Suppose that alh # 0. (It exists because al # 0.) Assume that 
cE=, CXkZk = 0. Then 
0 = (AhI - I-h)‘-’ f: akZk = alh p--l C’JpzO 
k=O 
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and therefore CQ, = 0. Next, 
p-1 
0 = (X/J - rh)p-2 c ClkZk = ay;2ap-lzo, 
k=O 
and hence ~~-1 = 0. Proceeding in the above manner, we show that ok = 0 
for all k, and thus the vectors (21) are linearly independent. We denote 
their linear span by N. In the basis {za, zi, . . , zp} we have 
Ai -ail -a22 ... 
I. 
-sip 
0 A, -ai1 . . . -ai,p- 1 
ril,AJ= 1 ‘.: .., ‘., i I 3 
0 0 0 . . . --ail 
0 0 0 '.. A, J 
and because aih # 0, it follows by Theorem 8 that M = 
Pi)‘+l. 
I-$“=, ker (Xi1 - 
n 
LEMMA 14. SuppOSe that Ah is nonderogatory for rh with the ascent 
at least p + 1. Then there exist vectors X~O, xii, . , ~i,~ E Hi (xi0 # 0), i = 
1,2,. . . , n, and n-tuples of complex numbers al, a2,. . . , ap (al # 0) such that 
2 ut(aj)Xi,k-3 = wi(x)xik, k=O,l,..., p. 
j=l 
Proof. This result was proven in Theorem 5 for p = 1. Assume now 
that we have already found al, a2,. . . , a&l and Xii, x,2,. . . , xi,k-1, i = 
1,2,..., n, where Ic < p, such that 
l-l 
Cli,(Zl-j)Xzj = Wi(X)Xil, 
j=o 
1 = 1,2,. . . , k - 1. (27) 
It remains to show that we can also find ak and xi,k, i = 1,2, . . , n, such 
that 
k-l 
c &(ak_j)xij = wi(x)x,k. (28) 
j=o 
To do so we first build vectors zl = CjEql xijl @I x2jZ 69 . . . @I xcnj,, 1 = 
0, 1, , k - 1. By Lemma 13 it follows that (Xi1 - Pi)zl = Ci=‘, al-j,izj, 
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1 = 0, 1, . . , k - 1. Then the vectors U, = (&I - I’h)k-l-r ~-1, T = 
0, 1, , k - 1, form a Jordan chain for I’h of length k( < p+ 1). Because Xh 
is nonderogatory, every corresponding Jordan chain can be extended to a 
.maximal one (cf. [9, Theorem 2.9.2(b), p. 851). Suppose that yis E Hi are 
nonzero vectors such that Wi(X)*y,e = 0. Then the vector we = yrc @ yse 
@ ... @yYne is such that (&As - A ) h *~a = 0, and Lemma 11 implies that 
u~,$Aeul = 0 for 1 = 0, 1,. . . ,k-1. Becausethesets{ul;I=O,l,...,k-1) 
and (2~; 1 = O,l,. . , k - l} both span ker (&I - I’h)k, it also follows that 
w;Aozl = 0, l=O,l,..., k-l. (29) 
Next we form the n x n matrices Bl = [bf,]zj=r, 1 = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, where 
b$ = yzoVijzil. Multiplying the relations (27) by yro on the left-hand 
side yields 
l-l 
~Y,*o~c(ar-j)wj = 0, 
j=o 
1 = 1,2,. . , k - 1. 
This is equivalent to xi:‘, Bjal-j = 0 for 1 = 1,2,. , k - 1. The relations 
(29) are equivalent to 
Since X is nonderogatory and rankB 0 = n - 1, Lemma 12 implies that 
there exists an n-tuple ak such that c:i,’ B.jak_j = 0 or, equivalently, 
such that 
k-l 
x Y,*o&(ak-jhj =o 
j=o 
for i = 1,2,..., n. Then the vector ~~~~ Ui(ak_.j)zij is orthogonal to the 
kernel of Wi(X)*, and so there exists a vector Zik E Hi such that (28) holds. 
We continue by induction until k = p. n 
Now we summarize the preceding discussion into our main result, the 
completeness theorem for nonderogatory eigenvalues of a multiparame- 
ter system: 
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THEOREM 15. Suppose X C C n is a nonderogatory eigenvalue for a 
multipararneter system W, and suppose that p + 1 is the corresponding 
ascent. Then there exist a l ,a2 , . . . ,ap  E Cn,al  # 0, and x io ,x i l , . . . ,X ip  c 
H~(xio # 0),i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  such that 
k-1  
~-~Ui(ak-j)xi j  =Wi()~)xik for k=l ,2 , . . . ,p ;  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
j=0 
(31) 
Moreover, the vectors 
Zk = 2 -~ X l j l  @ X2 j2  @ " " " @ xn j  .... 
jC~k 
k = O, 1 , . . . ,p ,  
where q;k is defined in (16), are such that 
k-1  
()~iI - Fi)zk = ~ ak-j,izj, 
j=O 
and they form a basis for the root subspace Nin=l ker ()~iI - ['i) N. 
Proof. Suppose that ,k E or(W) is nonderogatory. By Theorem 8 and 
Corollary 10, at least one of the eigenvalues, ay Ah, is nonderogatory for 
Fh. Lemma 14 then implies the existence of n-tuples ak and vectors xik 
such that (31) holds. Finally, the result follows by Lemma 13. • 
Let us mention that the conditions (31) can be considered as generalized 
Jordan chain conditions. 
8. AN ALGORITHM TO CONSTRUCT A BASIS FOR A NONDEROGA- 
TORY EIGENVALUE OF A MULTIPARAMETER SYSTEM 
In the proofs of Lemmas 13 and 14 we can find a procedure to construct 
a basis for the root subspace of a nonderogatory eigenvalue: 
ALGORITHM 16. Step I. For i = 1, 2 . . . ,n  find xi0 # 0 and Yio ¢ 0 
such that 
Wi()~)xio = 0 and Wi()~)*yio = O. 
* n Form zo = XlO ®x2o ®'"  ®x,o and a matrix Bo = [YioVijxio]ij=l, and set 
k=l .  
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Step II. Find a matrix polynomial 
_&(p) = Ipk + B&l/P1 t. ” + Bo (32) 
and its determinant C&(p) = de&(p). If 
dp(0) = 0, 
then go to Step III; otherwise quit the algorithm. 
Step III. Find a,+ E @“, al # 0, such that 
k-l 
c 
Blak-l = 0. 
I=0 
(33) 
(34) 
For i = 1,2,. . , TZ find vectors xik E Hi such that 
k-l 
c Ui(ak-2)%l = w(A)zik. 
I=0 
Form zk = c Xlj, c3x2.jz@ . @X,j, 
_iE*k 
and a matrix Bk = [yz+gvijZik]&,l. 
Set k to k + 1, and repeat Step II. 
It follows from Theorem 15 that the vectors zc, 21,. . . , zk obtained in 
the above algorithm form a basis for the root subspace ker (XI - I’)N, and 
they satisfy the relations 
l-l 
(Ai1 - J?i)Zl = C CLl-j,xZj for l=O,l,..., Ic. 
j=o 
Because the relations (29) and (30) are equivalent, it follows as an 
immediate consequence of Lemmas 11 and 12 that: 
COROLLARY 17. The ascent of I? at the eigenvalue X is equal to the 
smallest integer k such that the condition (33) does not hold. 
Let us now demonstrate Algorithm 16 with an example: 
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EXAMPLE 18. We consider a multiparameter system 
and 
This system is nonsingular because & is invertible. Then 
b(W) = (1, -1) { :($-$),(-$Jq 
We consider the eigenvalue Xe = (1, -1). Then we have 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
Wr(Xe) = [ 0 + ; 1 and Wz(Xe) = [ 1 0 0 1 . 
0 0 0 0 0 4 
We observe that dim ker Wr (X0) = dim ker IV2 (Xc) = 1. To complete step I 
of Algorithm 16 we choose 
x10 = [:I) xzc=[8], yro=[8] and y20=[_p]. 
The matrix 
B=O O 0 
[ 1 0 -1 
has rank 1, and therefore Xc is a nonderogatory eigenvalue. We have 
1 0 
ze= [I 0 @ [I 1 . 
0 0 
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Then we go to step III. We choose al = [h] and 
x11 = [_:I and x21=[!]. 
so that Vllzl~ = Wl(Xo)x 11 and V21x20 = WQ(XO)X~~. Then it follows that 
and 
We find that da(p) 
Now choose 
k!(P)= [y;’ p2;l]. 
p2(p2 + 1). 
[I 0 
and vectors 
x12 = [i] and x22=[I], 
SO that Vllxll = WI(XO)XI~ and V,lx21 = W2(Xo)z22. We have 
z~=[~]EI[~], and Bz=[~:]. 
The matrix polynomial 
L3bL) = () 
[ 
p3 + 2122 $ 
1-13 + 1 1 
has determinant C&(P) = p2(p+2)(p3 fl). Because d&‘(O) # 0, we quit the 
algorithm. The root subspace at the eigenvalue X0 is three-dimensional, 
and it has a basis {zo,z1,2~2}. 
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9. WEAKLY ELLIPTIC MULTIPARAMETER SYSTEMS 
DEFINITION. A multiparameter system W is called self-&joint if all 
the transformations Vij, i = 1,2,. ,n, j = O,l, ,n, are self-adjoint, i.e., 
vzj = I$. 
Now we denote a cofactor of yi in the operator determinant (2) by Aoij. 
It is a linear transformation on H. We also assume that H is equipped with 
a scalar product that is induced by (4). 
DEFINITION. A self-adjoint multiparameter system is called we&y el- 
liptic if there exists a cofactor Ae,j of A, that is a positive definite operator 
on H. 
A special case of weakly elliptic multiparameter systems is an elliptic 
multiparameter system, i.e., if Aox3, i = 1,2,. , n, are positive definite 
operators on H for some j; cf. [3-51. Binding [3] proved a completeness 
theorem for real eigenvalues of elliptic multiparameter systems, and with 
Browne in [4] he considered the multiplicities of general eigenvalues for two- 
parameter systems with two definite cofactors Aeiz. In the next result we 
consider simple real eigenvalues of weakly elliptic multiparameter systems. 
THEOREM 19. Assume that X is a simple real eigenualue for a weakly 
elliptic multiparameter system W. Then X is nonderogatory. 
Proof Suppose that x,0 E ker Wi(X) are nonzero vectors. Then we 
only need to show that rank Bo > n - 1, where 
x;ovl2z1o . ‘. &VI?&0 
z;ov22220 . . . 4ovznx20 
i 1. x;i3Vn2xno . grJKn&xo 
The result then follows from Corollary 10. By definition of a weakly elliptic 
multiparameter system it follows that z,*Aoij~c # 0 for some i and j. Since 
where FoO” = XlOE3.. .@Zi_l,O @.&1,0@3~ . . @x,0, it follows that the cofactor 
of x,*,V,jx,o in the matrix Bo is nonzero and so rank B. > n - 1. n 
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From the above theorem it follows that for simple real eigenvalues of 
a weakly elliptic multiparameter system, Theorem 15 applies and we can 
find a basis for the corresponding root subspace by Algorithm 16. 
A special case of Theorem 15 for elliptic multiparameter systems was 
proved by Binding [3, Theorem 3.11 in a more general setting with a diff- 
erent method. We do not, however, generalize his main result [3, Theo- 
rem 3.41. We remark that the structure of vectors zk of Theorem 15 is the 
same as the structure of vectors yi of [3, Theorem 3.11. The coefficients 
r;-” of [3, (3.6)] are a counterpart of the coefficients that form our n-tuples 
ak. While the coefficients rki are obtained via a differentiation process, 
our n-tuples al, form a Jordan chain of matrix polynomials (32) and are 
obtained by solving (34) for ak, k = 1,2, . . . , p. For comparison we consider 
the eigenvalue X = 0 of [3, Example 4.41: 
EXAMPLE 20. We have a two-parameter system 
W1(A)= [; ;]A,+ [-:, :Jh2- [:, ;] 
and 
li;,(A)=[-; _I,]&.[:, pz-[; :I. 
The eigenvalue 0 is simple, and because the above two-parameter system 
is elliptic, it is nonderogatory. As in [3], we choose 
0 
m3 = z20 = y10 = II20 = [ 1 1 . 
Then 
2 -1 
*o= -4 2 [ I 
Note that the vector 
in Binding’s notation, is an element of ker Bo. We write 
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Then the vectors 
are such that 
G(alh0 = wi(W-m, i = 1,2, and B1 = 
; 0 
[ 1 ; 0 
Because [det Lz(p)]’ IPL=o= i # 0, it follows that vectors 
-0' 
0 
0 
[I 
1 
,750 = 
0 
and 
5 
z1 = 
1 
1 2 
_l_ 
form a basis for the root subspace of W at X = 0. 
The above results were presented in my thesis [12]. I wish to thank my 
supervisor Professor Paul A. Binding for introducing me to m&parameter 
spectral theory as well as for his encouragement and support during my 
studies at the University of Calgary. 
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